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Evaluation Process Comparison
Workshop

Proposal B (TCC)

Proposal C (UCAN)

Comment

1

Articulate Greater Societal
Goals (Decarbonization,
Resilience, Environmental
Justice)

2

Specify Ways High DER Future
Identify desired outcomes and
will Contribute to Societal Goals system performance
characteristics

Prop. C: parameters are important but
are systemic and not clearly linked to
policy objectives.

3

Describe distribution system
requirements to deliver Step 2
outcomes

Specify operational/functional
requirements &
interdependencies

Prop. C: Steps 2 and 3 are a systemic
process but how do they translate to
addressing community needs?

Specify functional DSO roles
and responsibilities

Determine organizational
structure & stakeholder roles
within DSO model

Prop. B: DSO role emerges from an
ideated High-DER future. Prop. C: DSO
model required to determine structure
and roles (community engagement
emphasized but not intrinsic).

4
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Define High-Level Public Policy Prop. B: Societal goals are relatable and
Objectives (Similar, but not
community focused. Prop. C: Public
always community related)
policy objectives tend to be more
technical and top-down.
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Community-Driven Value Propositions
UCAN Opening Comments, P. 3: “Local stakeholders have the best understanding of what their
communities need, and UCAN anticipates that the design of a more locally responsive and
nimble mode of governance will prove to be the most foundational aspect of this proceeding.”
Community Leadership Role: Creates high levels of stakeholder interest and participation, but
communities must first have agency and the capacity to act proactively. A solution exists
through enacting SB 833, The Community Energy Resilience Act.
Local Collaboration: Identifies natural synergies between net generating sites and load centers
within certain grid segments.
Strategic DER Aggregation: Lowers DER procurement costs and defrays grid modernization costs,
particularly in areas with high stakeholder participation.
Local Flexibility Markets (UCAN Opening Comments, pp. 14-17). This is a model that can scale
within a distribution system to effectively identify and aggregate stakeholders with mutually
beneficial energy attributes.
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Case Study: South-Central LA
Societal Dynamic: Vulnerable communities are sandwiched
between emissions from a “High Pollution, Low Population”
industrial zone and surrounding transit corridors.
Neighborhood DERs alone will not fully resolve negative
impacts.
A Societal Solution must reverse the current adverse
relationship and advance mutually beneficial partnerships
between industry, businesses and residents.
Opportunities Created. C-I zones require robust infrastructure
and offer surplus capacity. Surrounding neighborhoods can
benefit as off-takers while also developing a skilled local
workforce (via school-based DER systems) to maintain the new
infrastructure. Industrial emissions reductions benefits
surrounding communities and transitioning fleets will further
reduce transit corridor emissions.
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Conclusion
When creating a new, bottom-up energy system, first steps are the most important and
must be centered on community energy needs.
By initially focusing on “greater societal goals” as a foundational premise, Proposal B
focuses on articulating a desired high-DER end state from the perspective of those
stakeholders most in need of its benefits: residents, institutions and businesses located
within vulnerable communities.
Once societal goals are established, work can commence to determine the policy,
regulatory and logistical changes needed to realize the desired high-DER future.
At this point, the functional roles and responsibilities of the distribution utility or DSO
should become self-evident in achieving the desired outcome.
Although Proposals B and C share many strengths and similarities, Proposal B offers the
best path by first focusing on a high-DER future addressing societal goals common to all
communities, and then working backwards to determine how the distribution grid, DSO
and other stakeholders can best work collaboratively to reach that vision.
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